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Abstract 
 

This paper presents a soft switching bidirectional buck-boost converter for battery charging and discharging systems. The proposed 

method comprises of Inductance Capacitance Diode combination of the bidirectional dc-dc converter with one more electric switch is 

presented to accomplish high efficiency, high conversion ratio and maximum output power compared to the other bidirectional convert-

ers. It works in both steps up and steps down conversions. The proposed converter has alleviated the switching stress problems in the 

conventional bidirectional dc-dc converter. It suppresses the switching losses by zero voltage and zeroes current turn ON and OFF all 

switches. The complete steady-state analysis of the proposed bi-directional converter has described with its operating modes. Design 

consideration of parameters also presented to realize the converter characteristics. The switching stress on the power semiconductor de-

vices is given, and the comparisons between the proposed technique and other bidirectional converters are illustrated with some results. 

Finally, the experimental prototype of 20 kHz, 315 W output power converter developed, and its feasibility verified through computer 

simulation results. 

 
Keywords: Battery Charging/Discharging; Bidirectional Power Flow; Steady-State Analysis; Zero Current Switching (ZCS); Zero Voltage Switching 

(ZVS). 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, due to the energy crisis and atmospheric contami-

nation, the renewable energy is extensively treasured and em-

ployed. The renewable-energy source (RES), such as the fuel cells 

and the photovoltaic cells generally produces very low output 

voltage. Therefore, it is essential to combine a number of PV pan-

els and fuel cells in shunt or series type to generate high-output 

voltage. However, the efficiency being reduced with growing up 

of the number of cells. Thus in order to provide high voltage as 

output, step up dc-dc converter has extensively applied for RES. 

Several topologies of the boost converter have been studied based 

on resonant switching, coupled inductor, etc. and so on [1- 5]. The 

output voltage cannot be much higher than the input voltage due 

to the effect of parasitic elements in the conventional boost con-

verter. Furthermore, boost converter operated with a maximum 

duty ratio leads to decrease the overall efficiency with increased 

Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) due to the reverse recovery 

troubles in the anti parallel diode. Many researchers have been 

established to improve the efficiency of the dc-dc converter. Step 

down dc-dc converters are constantly used as MPPT systems to 

avoid the power losses created in PV generation systems [6-8] 

For effective battery charging and discharging system, uninter-

ruptible and auxiliary power supplies, several bidirectional dc–dc 

converters have been proposed. Bidirectional dc-dc converters 

with high-frequency isolation transformer based topologies [9-12] 

are most likely structures. However, these are suffering from 

switching losses, and current stresses due to more power semicon-

ductor switches, as they need additional snubber and auxiliary 

circuits in order to reduce the losses incorporated in the switches. 

Nowadays, the significance of the transformer less bidirectional 

dc-dc converter is being improved because of uncomplicated 

structure, low cost, a lesser amount of switches and trouble-free 

control than the transformer based bidirectional DC-DC converter 

topologies to achieve high efficiency. Many topologies of a non 

isolated bidirectional dc-dc converter have been developed [13-

14]. 

However, the conventional non isolated bidirectional dc–dc con-

verters are suffered from large switching losses, the long reverse 

recovery time of anti-parallel diodes and resonant current sensing 

problem. Adaptive phase shift (PS) techniques based converters 

are introduced to reduce switching losses [15]. Although a look up 

table is developed to control the auxiliary switch, which creates 

resonant current trouble. Still power loss is increased due to the 

presence of auxiliary switch and diode [16]. The interleaved buck 

boost converter is described to reduce switching losses, current 

and voltage ripples and reduction of switches and diodes by con-

necting switching capacitor in [17]. 

In order to obtain high conversion ratio, cascade connection of a 

magnetically coupled interleaved buck boost converter is em-

ployed to reduce input and output ripple currents [18-21]. Pulse-

width-modulation (PWM) and adaptive-conversion-ratio (ACR) 

phase generator are proposed to achieve high gain and efficiency 

to the cascaded boost converter [22].In order to realize a high 

accuracy and quick response for suitable design and control; it is 

required to have an accurate model of the bidirectional converter. 

Hence, mathematical modeling of the bidirectional dc-dc convert-
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er is proposed in [23]. Steady state and transient analysis of dis-

tinct modes of a bidirectional converter are studied [24].  

Load voltage is controlled by fine-tuning of the duty cycle and this 

non-inverting synchronous buck-boost DC-DC converter function 

at any voltage greater or less than the given input voltage without 

changing its polarity is described in [25]. Capacitor-diode voltage 

multiplier and some passive components have been added with 

conventional dc-dc converter to provide high step up and step 

down voltage conversion ratios and obtain maximum efficiency at 

light load is described in [26-27]. Optimized switching pattern is 

offered to achieve ZVS turn on and ZVS turned off as well as 

high-voltage gain can be reached, but soft switching is not 

achieved for all switches [28]. Auxiliary resonant commutated 

pole applied to a bidirectional dc-dc converter is introduced [29] 

to attain full soft switching and clear waveforms for all the reso-

nating components. 

This paper proposes a simple and cost effective non-dissipative 

LCD clamp with an active switch bidirectional DC-DC converter 

to achieve maximum efficiency, reduces switching losses by zero 

voltage turn on and turn off of all semiconductor switches and 

applicable to high-power conversion. This Non-dissipative LCD 

(inductance capacitance diode) snubber recycles the energy ab-

sorbed from either input or output side, and it circulates through-

out the switching period. The advantages of the proposed convert-

er topology are high reliability, simple structure, low-cost and 

high efficiency. With these characteristics, power can be ex-

changed from the input voltage source to the output DC battery 

and vice versa happens with maximum efficiency. 

The paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed 

circuit configuration. Operating principle of the proposed circuit 

with distinct modes is analyzed in section 2.1. Design considera-

tion of the proposed circuit is presented in section 3. Section 4 

gives simulation and experimental results followed by comparison 

between proposed bidirectional converters and various conven-

tional bidirectional converters with simulated output power and 

efficiency. Section 5 followed by the conclusions drawn from this 

investigation. 

2. Proposed circuit configuration 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed Topology. 

 

The proposed soft switching bi-directional dc-dc converter ap-

pears in Fig.1. Fig.1 comprises of three power semiconductor 

switches namely Sboost, Sbuck, and Sact. The switches Sboost and Sbuck 

are operated only during the step up and step down conversion. 

Whereas, the switch Sact works under all operating conditions. It 

consists of three inductors. Inductors Li and L0 are connected to 

input and output side voltages respectively for smoothing the cur-

rent. Throughout the operation, the inductor current is continuous. 

The resonant inductor Lr, Resonant Capacitors Cr1, brings on the 

resonance of the given circuit and Cr2 and the Diode Da added with 

traditional bi-directional DC-DC converter topology. 

The proposed setup is ordered into two types of conversion; boost 

mode conversion (step up) and buck mode conversion (step 

down).During step-up conversion, switches Sboost and Sact is oper-

ated to exchange power from Vi to V0 through the intrinsic diode 

of Sbuck. On the other hand, a switch Sbuck and Sact to the parallel 

diode of Sboost tends to work to exchange power from V0to Vi. The 

proposed circuit minimizes the switching stresses and heat transfer 

issues of the traditional converter topologies. 

2.1. Operating principle 

One switching period of the proposed method has eight operating 

modes. The equivalent circuit and key waveforms explain them. 

Some assumptions are  

• Power MOSFETs and diodes used in the bidirectional con-

verter are assumed to be ideal and zero voltage drops.  

• Throughout switching process reverse recovery of the con-

verter, the diode is considered and taken into account.  

• The output capacitor C0 is supposed to be large to produce a 

constant output voltage.  

• The input inductor Li is considered as much more massive 

than snubber inductor Ls to have a constant input current. 

2.1.1. Boost mode 

In boost mode, main switch Sboost and dynamic switch Sact is con-

trolled, and the anti-parallel diode of Sbuck operated to transfer 

power from Vi to V0. The proposed bidirectional dc/dc converter 

has to boost the voltage of 80 V to that of the 160 V batteries. It is 

divided into eight operating modes. The operating mode of the 

proposed boost converter is explained below with its equivalent 

circuit. Fig. 10 represents the proposed boost converter key wave-

form. 

Mode 1 [t0 ≤ t < t1] (Fig. 2): This mode starts with turning OFF 

switches Sboost, Sbuck, and Sact. The input dc voltage Vi is directly 

connected across the load through an input inductor current iLi 

and the body diode of a switch Sbuck. Here the voltage across Li is 

negative; therefore, inductor current iLi starts to decrease linearly. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Equivalent Circuit for Mode 1. 

 

Mode 2 [t1 ≤ t < t2] (Fig. 3): Mode 2 begins with turning ON of 

the switch Sboost by ZCS because of Lr. The output voltage is sup-

plied via the resonant inductor. Thus, iLr starts increasing. The 

current flowing through the intrinsic diode of the switch Sbuck 

becomes zero when iLr = iLi. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Equivalent Circuit for Mode 2. 

 

Mode 3 [t2 ≤ t< t3] (Fig. 4): At time t2 current through the body 

diode of the switch, Sbuck becomes zero. In this mode input induc-
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tor, current iLi flows through Lr and switches Sboost. The resonant 

inductor Lr and the resonant capacitor Cr2 start to resonate. There-

fore, VCr2 begins decreases from output voltage to zero. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Equivalent Circuit for Mode 3. 

 

Mode 4 [t3 ≤ t <t4] (Fig. 5): This mode begins at VCr2 =0. Diode 

Da is conducting, and the switch Sact turns ON. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Equivalent Circuit for Mode 4. 

 

Mode 5 [t4 ≤ t < t5] (Fig. 6): At time t4, the switch Sboost is turned 

OFF with ZVS situation because of resonant capacitor Vcr1 and 

switch Sact remains ON. The proposed circuit serves two current 

loops in this mode. 

i) Li-Cr2-Vi, VCr2 increases from zero to output voltage 

ii) Lr-Cr1- Ds act; loop for second resonance, energy captured in 

the Lr shifts to Cr1. Therefore, iLr starts decreasing and 

VCr1 becomes the high value. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Equivalent Circuit for Mode 5. 

 

Mode 6 [t5 ≤ t <t6] (Fig. 7): This mode begins at VCr1 =V0 and 

iLr=0 because of energy stored in the resonant inductor is dis-

charged to VCr1. The switch Sact is turned OFF by ZVS. 

 
Fig. 7: Equivalent Circuit for Mode 6. 

 

Mode 7 [t6 ≤ t <t7] (Fig. 8): In this mode VCr1starts to resonate and 

decreases through D2 - Cr1- Lr-Ds2- C0 until VCr1 =0, the energy 

absorbed in Cr1 discharges to resonant inductor Lr. At the point 

VCr1 =0, iLr alters its current direction, the body diode of a switch, 

Sbuck begins conducting. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Equivalent Circuit for Mode 7. 

 

Mode 8 [t7 ≤ t <t8] (Fig. 9): This mode begins at VCr1 =0. It has 

two current paths. The main inductor current iLi flows to the load 

via intrinsic diode of the switch Sbuck at the point resonant inductor 

current shifts to the load through Dsboost and Dsbuck. This mode 

ends at iLr reaches to zero. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Equivalent Circuit for Mode 8. 
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Fig. 10: The Key Waveforms of the Proposed Boost Converter. 

2.1.2. Buck mode 

In buck mode, main switch Sbuck and active switch Sact is con-

trolled, and the anti-parallel diode of Sboost operated to transfer 

power from high-voltage input side to the low voltage output side. 

The proposed bidirectional dc/dc converter has to step down the 

voltage of 160 V to that of the 80 V battery bank. It is divided into 

eight operating modes. Each operating mode of the proposed buck 

converter is explained below with its equivalent circuit. Fig. 19 

represents the proposed buck converter key waveform. 

Mode 1 [t0 ≤ t < t1] (Fig. 11): This mode starts with turning off 

switches Sboost, Sbuck, and Sact. The input dc voltage V0 directly 

connected across the load through an inductor current iL0. Here 

the voltage across L0 is negative. Therefore, inductor current iLo 

starts to decreases linearly. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Equivalent Circuit for Buck-Mode 1. 

 

Mode 2 [t1 ≤ t < t2] (Fig. 12): Mode 1 begins with turning ON of 

a switch Sbuck by ZCS because of Lr. The output voltage is sup-

plied via the resonant inductor. Thus, iLr starts increasing its re-

verse direction. The current complete the body diode of the switch 

Sboost becomes zero when iLr = iL0 

 

Fig. 12: Equivalent Circuit for Buck-Mode 2. 

 

Mode 3 [t2 ≤ t <t3] (Fig. 13): At time t2 current through the intrin-

sic diode of a switch, Sboost becomes zero. The resonant capacitor 

Cr2 starts to resonate. Therefore, VCr2 begins decreases from out-

put voltage to zero. 

 

 
Fig. 13: Equivalent Circuit for Buck-Mode 3. 

 

Mode 4 [t3 ≤ t < t4] (Fig. 14): This mode begins at VCr2 =0. Diode 

Da is conducting, and the switch Sact turns ON. 

 

 
Fig. 14: Equivalent Circuit for Buck-Mode 4. 

 

Mode 5 [t4 ≤ t < t5] (Fig. 15): In this mode, the switch Sbuck is 

turned OFF with ZVS condition because of resonant capacitor Vcr2. 

 

 
Fig. 15: Equivalent Circuit for Buck-Mode 5. 

 

Mode 6 [t5 ≤ t <t6] (Fig. 16): This mode begins at VCr1 =V0and iLr 

=0 because of energy stored in the resonant inductor is entirely 
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discharged to VCr1. The proposed circuit serves two current loops 

in this mode. 

i) L0-C0-Vo, VCr2 increases from zero to output voltage. 

ii) Lr-Cr1- Ds act, loop for second resonance, the energy stored 

in the resonant inductor shifts to Cr1. Therefore, iLr starts 

decreasing and VCr1 becomes a high value. 

 

 
Fig. 16: Equivalent Circuit for Buck-Mode 6. 

 

Mode 7 [t6 ≤ t < t7] (Fig. 17): At time t6, VCr1 starts to resonate 

and decreases through D2 - Cr1- Lr-Li- C0 until VCr1 =0 .the energy 

absorbed in Cr1discharges to resonant inductor Lr. VCr1 =0, iLr 

changes its current direction. 

 

 
Fig. 17: Equivalent Circuit for Buck-Mode 7. 

 

Mode 8 [t7 ≤ t < t8] (Fig. 18): This mode begins at VCr1 =0. It has 

two current paths. The output inductor current flows to the load 

via intrinsic diode of the switch Sboost and resonant inductor cur-

rent shifts to the heap through Dsboost and Dsbuck. This mode ends 

at iLr reaches to zero. 

 

 
Fig. 18: Equivalent Circuit for Buck-Mode 8. 
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Fig. 19: The Key Waveforms of the Proposed Buck Converter. 

3. Design of proposed topology 

3.1. Input inductor Li 

The input side inductor Li ought to be calculated in such a way 

that the current moves through it should be less than the current 

that it can withstand, i.e., two times the maximum input current: 
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3.2. Resonant inductor Lr 

For achieving ZCS turns ON of the switches. The required value 

of the resonant inductor is determined from the following equation: 
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Where tr is the ascent time of the switch current.  

When the switch Sboost is turned ON at t = t2, the reverse recov-

ery current of the active diode Da flows through the resonant in-

ductor. 0 2
( )

cr
V V

Is the voltage to be incorporated by resonant in-

ductor Lr to avail the zero current switching condition to turn ON 

the switch Sboost. When Lr increases, it will decrease the turn ON 

losses of the switch. The maximum inductance value of Lr is giv-

en as 
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3.3. Resonant capacitors Cr1 and Cr2 

To control the dv/dt of the switch at turn OFF resonant capacitor 

Cr1 is connected in between Sboost and Sact. The minimum value 

of Cr1 depends upon the output voltage, as it will appear across 

Cr1 during the switch Sboost turns OFF. 
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Where, tf is the fall time of the switch current. 

When Cr1increases the turn-off losses of the switch decreased 

since the voltage across the switch drops.  

For ZVS turn OFF: Vcr1 (t2) =0 

From this maximum value of Cr1 is expressed as: 
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The value of resonant capacitor Cr2 can be determined by. 
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3.4. Input and output capacitor 

During boost and buck mode conversion, the input and output 

capacitor must be connected across applied dc input voltage and 

the load. The value of such a capacitor can be evaluated from. 
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4. Results and discussions 

The overall concert of the proposed bidirectional converter circuit 

is predictable with the prototype developed according to Fig. 20. 

The parameters of LCD snubber circuit components are resolute 

using Equations (1)–(8). The components used in the experimental 

set-up of the proposed converter are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Utilized Simulation and Experimental Parameters 

Components Value  

Input Voltage Vi 80 V 

Output VoltageV0 160 V 

Maximum Output Power P0 0.35 KW 

Input Inductor Li 450 µH 

Resonant Inductor Lr 4 µH 

Resonant Capacitor Cr1 18 nF 
Resonant Capacitor Cr2 80nF 

Output Capacitor C0 47 µF 

Sboost, Sbuck and Sact IRF840 
Diode Da IN4007 

Switching Frequency 20 KHZ 

 

 
Fig. 20: Hardware Prototype. 

 

The proposed converter is working with an input voltage of Vi= 

80V, which is stepped up to the output dc voltage of V0 = 160 V 

for the step up-conversion and P0 = 315W at fs = 20 kHz. The 

output voltage got is double time greater than that of input voltage 

given. The measured efficiency is about 94.5%, for boost conver-

sion, which is evident from the measured input/output voltage and 

current waveforms as shown in the below figures. Simulated re-

sults are placed on the left-hand side, and experimental results are 

located on the right-hand side. 

 

 
Fig. 21: Simulated and Experimental Waveforms of Input Voltage-Boost 

Mode. 

 

 
Fig. 22: Simulated and Experimental Waveforms of Output Voltage-Boost 

Mode. 

 

Fig. 21 shows the simulated and experimental waveforms of boost 

mode dc input voltages 80 V and 80.4 V respectively. During 

step-up transformation, the output voltage got is two times than 

greater than input given. It is evident to the fig. 22. It shows the 

measured output voltage of 160 V, which is twice than the input. 

 

 
Fig. 23: Simulated and Experimental Waveforms of Input Current-Boost 

Mode. 

 

 
Fig. 24: Simulated and Experimental Waveforms of Output Current-Boost 

Mode. 

 

The simulated and experimental waveforms for the proposed boost 

mode input and output current are obtained in fig. 23 and fig. 24. 

From the above input/output current and voltage results, we can 

compute the efficiency of the proposed boost converter, and 94.5 

% are evaluated for boost mode. The same can be applied to the 

wide range of input voltages. 
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Fig. 25: Simulated and Experimental Waveforms of Input Voltage-Buck 

Mode. 

 

 
Fig. 26: Simulated and Experimental Waveforms of Output Voltage-Buck 
Mode. 

 

On the other hand, Fig. 25 reveals the simulated and experimental 

buck mode dc input voltage of 200 V. During buck mode, conver-

sion the output obtained is half than given input voltage. It is re-

versing than the boost mode conversion. This is noticed in Fig. 26. 

In fig.26, the simulated and experimental output voltages show 

nearly 100 and 102.4 V, which is half than the input voltage given. 

 

 
Fig. 27: Simulated and Experimental Waveforms of Input Current-Buck 
Mode. 

 

 
Fig. 28: Simulated and Experimental Waveforms of Output Current-Buck 

Mode. 

 

The simulated and experimental waveforms for the proposed buck 

mode input and output current are obtained in fig. 27 and fig. 28. 

From the above input/output current and voltage waveforms, we 

can compute the efficiency of the proposed buck converter and 

reach up to 93% for buck mode. The same can be applied to the 

full range of various input voltages.  

 
Fig. 29: Output Power under Different Input Voltages-Boost and Buck 

Mode. 

 

 
Fig. 30: Efficiency under Different Input Voltages-Boost and Buck Mode. 

 
Table 2: The Overall Performance of the Proposed Bidirectional DC-DC 

Converter and Conventional Bi-Directional DC-DC Converter 

Circuit Topology 
Components 
Counts 

Switching 
features 

Efficiency 

Buck 

mode 

Boost 

Mode 

Bidirectional dc-dc 

converter with 

auxiliary switch 
control [7] 

4 switches 

 Switch -

ZVS turn 
ON 

and ZCS 

turn OFF 

85.70% 83.20% 
4 Capacitors 
 

2 Inductors 

 
No Diodes 

Bidirectional dc-dc 

converter with LC 

Resonant Circuit 
[26] 

2 switches Switch -

ZVS turn 
ON 

and ZVS 

turn OFF 

86.60% 86.90% 
3 Capacitors 
2 Inductors 

No Diodes 

Bidirectional dc-dc 

converter with LCD 
clamp circuit [28] 

2 switches Switch -

ZCS turn 

ON 
and ZVS 

turn OFF 

89.94% 90.30% 

2 Capacitors 

3 Inductors 

2 Diodes 

Proposed bidirec-

tional dc-dc con-
verter with dynamic 

switch (Proposed) 

3 switches Switch-

ZCS turn 

ON 

and ZVS 
turn OFF 

92.90% 94.40% 

2 Capacitors 

3 Inductors 

1 Diode 

 

The Figures 29 and 30 have plotted with the help of simulation 

work carried out in the MATLAB software for the proposed cir-

cuit topology. It has done to verify the effectiveness of the current 

circuit regarding efficiency and output power for changes with the 

input voltage. Based on the simulation results obtained the output 

power and efficiency of the proposed soft switching-directional 

dc-dc converter is compared with three other non-isolated bidirec-

tional dc-dc converters with same input voltages. Conventional 

topologies such as the traditional bidirectional converter, LC reso-

nant comprises of simple passive components and a simple non-

dissipative LCD snubber. 

From the above discussion, it is very clearly observed in table 2. 

That the proposed non-isolated bidirectional dc-dc converter with 

soft switching achieves high efficiency over the full range of input 

and load ranges than the conventional circuit topologies. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a soft switching bi-directional buck-boost converter 

with a high conversion ratio is proposed. This proposed technique 

is suitable to achieve high efficiency and maximum power conver-

sion at all operating principles. The steady-state analysis of the 

proposed soft switching bi-directional converter is carried out at 

all working stages of boost and buck mode conversion. A non-

dissipative lossless soft switching circuit is presented to overpow-

er the switching losses appeared across the power semiconductor 

switches and maximize the converter efficiency up to 94.5 % and 

93 % for the step up and step down conversion. The entire con-

verters switch operated at ZVS, and ZCS conditions are described. 

The proposed topology is confirmed through simulation and ex-

perimental results. From these results, the proposed bidirectional 

converter accomplishes high efficiency than the traditional bidi-

rectional converter.  
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